It is said that Oxford University has an annual income of $6,000,000.

The Garrick Club, a theatrical Society of the University of Pennsylvania, will present "The Rivals."

The plan of student self-government worked so successfully last year at Rutgers, that it will be tried again this fall.

The Yale college golf club is a new organization in the list of golf clubs, and already has one hundred and fifty members.

A committee has been appointed at Princeton to make arrangements for the establishment of a military organization in the college.

Yale has received only two defeats in football since 1883, and has never played a tie game with any college until the recent Brown game.

The Faculty of the Yale Art School are making arrangements for holding an exhibition of Gibson's original designs in black and white during the winter.

Yale has received her international athletic trophy as the result of her recent contest with Cambridge. The trophy consists of a beautifully decorated cup twenty inches high.

Princeton has won a flag ninety by sixty feet in spread in a voting contest at Madison Square Garden. The vote was for Princeton 1,037, Yale 991, Columbia 753, and Harvard 666.

A traveling scholarship of $2,000 has been founded at Columbia, with the condition attached that the winner shall spend two years abroad, most of which must be passed in Italy and Greece.

The library of the late Professor Dielman, of Berlin, was recently purchased by the Johns Hopkins University. The library is the finest collection of ethiopic works in America, containing 5,000 volumes in oriental languages.

I would like to see a Harvard-Yale-Princeton-Pennsylvania-Cornell football league, and all dissensions and strife forgotten and forgiven. But we do not expect the millennium right away.—Walter Camp in The Bachelor of Arts.

The big games for Thanksgiving Day this year, as far as arranged, are: Cornell vs. University of Pennsylvania, at Franklin field, Philadelphia; Boston Athletic association vs. Chicago Athletic association, at Chicago; Brown vs. Dartmouth, at Providence.

The Harvard Advocate intends to publish a book, at the end of the year, made up of the best stories published in its columns in the last ten years. Similar books were published in 1876 and 1885. A committee of graduate editors has charge of the selections.

The Indian football eleven of the Carlisle school is the first team of its kind that has played in the East. Its excellent showing against Pennsylvania and Yale has created much interest. It has had some coaching from McCormick, an old Andover and Yale man. It is said that some of their signals are in their own language.

Astley Cooper, author of the plan to hold the Pan-Britannic-Olympian games, states that he has received communications from the Universities of Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Wales and Durham, expressing the desire to take part in an international British-American university contest in 1896, in which all the British universities and American colleges should be represented.